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Complete counter solutions
RH Hall’s expertise goes beyond equipment supply… by working with one of our key exclusive supply
partners, Simply Stainless, we now offer an online Kitchen Design Tool available at
www.simplystainless.com.
As the sole distributor of the Simply Stainless range of tabling, sinks and shelving in the UK, we can
advise on how to plan an effective layout for front or back of house needs, within the space
available.
The initial design process can be started by a client online to get an idea of what can be achieved
before seeking further advice from RH Hall. With this design package an outline layout can be drawn
up to fit a client’s kitchen dimensions and to suit their working requirements. It allows for the full
specification of work units/frames to be included from the range of Simply Stainless’ off the shelf
modular stainless steel benches, then accessories can be added, such as chefs’ drawers, door panels
and under/over shelves.
RH Hall produce a fully costed out plan along with a delivery/installation schedule – and can offer
very competitive finance packages too. Once finalised, the final kitchen is then available from RH
Hall from stock and can be fitted by our team if required. Bespoke dimensions can be tailored by RH
Hall’s own Fabrications business within a turnaround time of generally within 7 days from the date
of order.
In addition, by having our own Fabrications business, RH Hall can offer bespoke products from
scratch, tailor making a solution to an individual client’s needs. We can even build bespoke counters
and cabinets around existing equipment, tailoring the fit to create a streamlined, seamless look and
finish.
We can also offer bespoke and tailored solutions for any foodservice brand, concept, menu or
operational need through our in-house Foodservice Solutions team.

For more information visit: www.rhhall.com, www.rhhallfabrications.com or
www.simplystainless.com
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